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Introduction
Excitation of ferromagnetic layers with infra-red (IR) femtosecond (fs) laser pulses leads to a quenching of the magnetic order on a sub-picosecond time scale [BEA96] . The microscopic mechanisms that govern this ultrafast demagnetization are still subject to controversy in spite of intensive experimental and theoretical studies [KOO10, BAT10, CAR11, ESS12, CAR13, SCH13, SHO17] . Although these investigations have revealed fundamental dissimilarities in the laser induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics in transition metals (TM) [BEA96, STA07, KUI11, ROT12] and in rare-earth (RE) layers [WIE11, SUL12, ESC14, FRI15, RET16] , some general features were established. For instance, the Curie temperature (TCurie) is known to play an important role. Indeed, the characteristic quenching times (τ) of the 3d magnetic order in transition metals (TM) and 5d magnetic order in pure rare-earth (RE) layers are known to increase when the temperature is approaching TCurie due to the so-called "critical slowing down" (CSD) [CHU06, SUL12, MEN14] . This "slowing down" of dynamics is expected in second order phase transitions [KIS00] and may originate from the magnon softening [MAN12] or the divergence of the magnetic heat capacity [KIM14] in the vicinity of TCurie. Among the various theoretical models proposed so far to explain the origin of laser induced ultrafast demagnetization [KOO10, BAT10] , the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) models allows to reproduce the divergence of τ in the vicinity of TCurie for both pure TM [CHU06] and pure RE [SUL12] layers. In the specific case of pure RE layers, the CSD has been experimentally observed for the itinerant 5d magnetic moments by means of tr-MOKE [SUL12]. The LLB model predicts that the CSD affects also the laser induced dynamics of localized 4f spins [SUL12]. Such prediction is sustained by experiments that have evidenced concomitant laser induced dynamics of the 5d and 4f spins [WIE11, SUL12, SUL12a, ESC14, RET16, BOB17].
To go beyond the description of spin dynamics in ferromagnetic layers, the LLB model was extended to treat the laser induced ultrafast dynamics in multi-sublattices ferrimagnetic alloys [ATX12] such as FeCoGd [ATX14] , CoTb [MOR17] and FeTb [MOR19] alloys. This extension have allowed to address specifically the 3d and 4f spin dynamics in FeCoGd alloys and in the vicinity of TCurie [ATX14] . In this theoretical study, the authors predicted that the CSD does not occur for Gd4f spins in the vicinity of TCurie while it still affects the dynamics of the FeCo3d spins. The authors stated that the Gd4f spin dynamics is dominated by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations that are temperature independent while the FeCo3d spin dynamics is dominated by ferromagnetic spin fluctuations that are sensitive to the CSD regime. In this framework, the characteristic demagnetization time of the FeCo sublattice (τFeCo) diverges at TCurie, while the characteristic demagnetization time of the Gd sublattice (τGd) remains finite. However, there   are no conclusive experimental evidences to corroborate these predictions [RAD11, LOP13,   GRA13, BER14 In this work, we have studied the laser induced ultrafast dynamics of Co3d and Dy4f spins in a Co80Dy20 ferrimagnetic alloy for three different temperatures by mean of time-resolved X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (tr-XMCD) [HOL14] . Interestingly, we show that τCo increases while τDy decreases when the temperature rises towards TCurie confirming the predictions of the LLB model. Thus, we conclude that the characteristic demagnetization times of both the Co3d and Dy4f sublattices depend on |T -TCurie|.
Material and methods
The 18 nm thick Co80Dy20 alloy layer was deposited by DC magnetron sputtering on a "heat The experimental parameters, such as the pump laser powers (P) and Tcryo, have been chosen so that Tcryo + ∆T was either below 160 K or above 300 K (figure 1) [BIN06, STA06] to allow for magnetic saturation of our alloy under the magnetic field of 0.55T. We relied on the thermal variation of the saturation field (figure 1) to determine ∆T for the two different pump laser powers (P = 17 and 50 mW) we have used during the experiment. To do so, we initially set Tcryo = 80 K and turned on the laser. P = 17 mW was the largest laser power for which Tcryo + ∆T stays below T = 160K. Above this temperature, the CoDy alloy could not be saturate (figure 1).
As a consequence, we have estimated that ∆T ~ 80 K for P = 17mW. In order to estimate ∆T with P = 50 mW, we have compared the hysteresis loops at Tcryo = 300 and 320 K with P = 0 mW to the hysteresis loops recorded at negative delay for Tcryo = 80K with P = 50 mW (figure 3). The same signs of the hysteresis loops indicate that the measurements were performed above Tcomp for the 3 cases. Moreover, we notice that the saturation field is smaller for P = 50mW and Tcryo = 80K compared to P = 0 mW and Tcryo = 300 and 320 K. According to the thermal variation of the saturation field above Tcomp (figure 1), we estimated that Tcryo + ∆T is above 320K for P = 50mW and Tcryo = 80K. The shape of the hysteresis loop at P = 50mW and Tcryo = 80K also indicates that we are approaching the temperature of spin reorientation transition [DON17] . As a consequence, we have estimated ∆T > 250 K for P = 50 mW. Obviously, our procedure to estimate ∆T results in significant error bars on T* (figure 5). Nevertheless, we estimated that we performed the time-resolved experiments at T* = 350 K, 400 K and 540 K (figure 2, table 1). The measurements were carried out above Tcomp for the configurations 1 and 2 (figure 2a and b) and below Tcomp for the configurations 3 (figure 2c) [FER17].
Experimental results and discussion
The In figure 5, we observe an increase of τCo as we approach TCurie (T* = 350K). This increase at T* = 350 K could be even more pronounced considering that τCo is probably . This mechanism is efficient for pure RE layer because high magnetic fields strongly affect the spin-wave spectrum [HAA14] and thus the dynamics of 4f spins [AND15] . Oppositely, the dynamics of 3d spins in TM is presumably caused by spin-flip scattering [GOR18] which are not affected by large magnetic fields [HAA14] . Then, we suggest that the antiferromagnetic molecular field generated by the surrounding Co 3d spins [BRO91] could hinder the CSD for the Dy 4f spins.
It could also explain why only type I dynamics was reported so far for RE4f spins in RE-TM alloys [RAD11, LOP13, GRA13, BER14, RAD15, HIG16, FER17, FER17b, FER19, HEN19].
We are looking forwards the future derivation of the LLB equations at high magnetic field and at high temperature for the specific case of ferrimagnetic alloys [ATX18] .
Conclusions
We have investigated the laser induced ultrafast dynamics of Co 3d and Dy 4f spins in a ferrimagnetic CoDy alloy as a function of temperature by element and time-resolved XMCD.
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